I. Introduction
Many of Canada's native Indian and Inuit commumties are located in northern areas experiencing increasing pressures for resource extraction. 1 Various analyses of the probable conse quences of major northern projects have disclosed fu ndamental conflicts between the hinterland native population and Canada's majority society, as represented by metropolitan business and government interests. 2 These conflicts derive in part from disagreements over resource ownership and the proper beneficiaries of economic rents, as well as from widely disparate social values placed on the resource base. In this article we review the historical evolution of social impact assessment (SIA) as it has developed in response to such resource related conflicts. Then we go on to propose a general conceptual model of social and economic relations which could help provide a more adequate theoretical basis for SIA practice. While the approach suggested here fo cuses on the needs of native Canadian communities, it may also be relevant for other fo urth world peoples and regional minorities.
Social impact assessment grew out of the concerns of the late 1960s. Politicians, planners and others in public life became aware that a growing number of people were apprehensive about the impact of public decisions on their life styles and living stan dards. The official response over the next decade or so was a new series of evaluation techniques and reporting procedures meant to assess the likely outcomes of government decisions. Such infor mation was supposed to improve the capability of fe deral, provin cial, and municipal officials to weigh the implications of their actions. The methods applied have ranged from highly technical benefit/cost studies of individual projects to attempts at under standing public attitudes towards whole developmental strategies, such as the eventual outcome of the Berger Inquiry into construc tion of the Mackenzie Valley pipeline. 3
The inability of benefit/cost analysis to look beyond narrowly defined economic impacts prodded this evolution. 4 In 1969 the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) was passed in the United States, requiring measurement and reporting of the impacts of major projects on the biophysical environment. The need for social impact assessment was clearly expounded under NEP A, although there were numerous references to the role of the social sciences in impact assessment and the place of social impacts in decision-making. 5 SIA was given fu rther momentum then in 197 3 by the U.S. Water Resources Council, which mandated a fo ur-account system to assess water development plans in terms of national economic development, regional develoJ)ment, environmental quality effects and "social well being". 6
In Canada, a decision was made by the fe deral cabinet in December 1973 to institute an Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP) for any projects initiated by federal departments and agencies, or those in which federal fu nds or pro perty were involved. ? The cabinet also directed that all proposed '"federal" projects be screened to identify any potentially significant impacts that would require fu rther study. For this purpose two screening matrices were developed by the Federal Environmental Assessment Office, one intended as a broad screening evaluation and another fo cusing on more specific impact areas. 8 Both matrices were to consider the impacts of various project activities on areas of potential environmental and "socioeconomic" effects. The level-two matrix broke down socioeconomic effects into five categories: demography; economic and manpower; regional tran sportation, housing and community infrastructure; health, educa tion and social services; and life style and quality of life. This basic approach is still in use today, a decade later.
Because SIA is included under EARP it usually fo llows the same general procedure of (I ) profiling the environment as it exists prior to the new development, (2) describing the activities involved in the construction and operation of the new project, (3) relating these activities and their products to the fe atures of the existing environment, and (4) predicting how the environment will be changed as a consequence of those activities. From a methodolog ical point of view, however, the emphasis of SIA on social vari ables derives from attempts to establish a system of accounts, and more particularly, from the social indicators movement.
II. Approaches to Social Impact Assessment

A. Social Accounting
The earliest approach to impact assessment may be character ized as social accounting. Drawing on the national accounting concepts of the 1940s, social accounting concentrated on economic measures. 9 The most common had to do with economic indicators for per capita income, employment, taxation levels, and public expenditures. Later, cost-of-living came to be considered as well. The fu ndamental idea underlying social accounting was that economic indicators like employment and income provided a straightforward measure of people's standard of living, and that by projecting the changes which could be anticipated in such accounts due to a particular project or programme, citizens' groups and elected officials could gauge the pros and cons of a given decision.
Without becoming involved in the debate among technicians, it can be argued that conventional social accounting enjoyed only relatively short-lived popularity. Besides the inherent problems involved in all attempts to fo recast detailed fu ture conditions, social accounting was too narrow and required too many simplis tic assumptions. It presumed that the only really important meas ures of social well-being could be accounted for by changing incomes. Other things like access to services and amenities were typically overlooked. And perhaps most importantly, cultural values were assumed to be the same for everyone: increased or diminished earnings showed officials how different people's parti cipation in consumer society would be impacted by a particular action. It was seldom acknowledged that various social groups such as traditionally-oriented Indian and Inuit people in the Cana dian North might measure their quality of life along other material and cultural dimensions, or that deeper structural changes could be affected by a particular decision which might alter basic relationships and patterns in a group's way of life.
Social accounting fit well with Canadian Prime Minister Diefenbaker's "" Northern Vision'' , exemplified by the notion of rapid industrial development. Subsequent programmes included attempts to integrate native peoples into the national economy by moving them into towns and sending their children to be social ized in boarding schools where they could learn modern urban values. In the Canadian North as elsewhere, however, many well intentioned government officials and technicians came to feel that looking at employment and income statistics simply missed something--something fu ndamental--in the dynamics of northern life. Changing income levels and labour participation rates didn't seem to get at the heart of what was going on.
B. Social Indicators: Quality of Life and Social Pathology
Politicians and planners were pushed into this realization by the growing resistance of native groups to the very developments which were supposed to improve their standard of living. In the face of such contradictory evidence as rising incomes and increas ing social discontent, planners suggested that the categories of social indicators to be monitored were much broader than origi nally assumed. A wide spectrum of fa ctors needed to be looked at: demographic characteristics, education levels, health statistics, availability of public services, occupancy rates of housing, stability of households, fa mily characteristics, and a whole host of others. The idea here was to describe social life through a range of indica tors which could give a fu ll picture of how well people lived. While these measures tended at first to reflect the norms and stan dards of mainstream middle-class life, they were soon opened to broader interpretations. Quality of life would be measured from the perspective of different life styles.
As well as providing a mechanism for describing supposed life style choices, social indicators also came to be recognized as reflecting various social pathologies. Information on inhabitants per dwelling unit, fa mily stability, educational attainment, and personal health brought to light chronic social disabilities, such as fa mily disruption, school drop-out rates, venereal disease and alcoholism. The bad and the good were both arrayed in a variety of behavioural conditions. Social impact analysis could now judge the merits of a proposed line of public decisions by estimating its effects on a large number of variables.
How were these measures to be interpreted? The practice adopted at first was to look for correlations between different groups of people and different characteristic sets of social indica tors. It was thought that if one knew how various people were likely to react to particular changes, the impact of a programme or project could be anticipated in advance. It quickly became apparent, however, that some people seemed to react positively to improvements in crucial social indicators (still mainly income and employment related), and others displayed a tendency towards increasing social pathology. How could this be understood? The first reaction was to blame the victims. IO If people reacted in the wrong way it must be their own fa ult. If whites and Indians or Inuits display different levels of achievement in the face of similar opportunities, it must be because native peoples are unprepared to cope with the rates of change characteristic of modem society.
This fo rm of ethnocentrism also suffered growing defections over time, based primarily on a liberal reinterpretation of the life styles idea and growing minority group militancy. During the 70s various upper middle-class groups in southern Canada began to deal with their own alienation by adopting new and different ways of life--choices laid open by the counter-culture. They came to recognize that varying indices of achievement in material con sumption and other conventional social indicators might be open to choice. Perhaps personal growth or social contacts, for exam ple, might be more important than income levels and housing den sity. Although a fa irly naive view of life style choice and class standing tended to be presumed, many professionals wanted to extend the opportunity for free choice to others. Indeed, this idea of choosing how one lives had infiltrated popular culture rather profoundly by the mid-70s. Many people were demanding the right to liberate themselves and choose their own life styles. By the end of the deca d e, however, the impact of increasing economic hardships--stagflation, runaway energy costs, unemployment, etc.-began to take its toll on such thinking.
Native political activists also began demanding a more pluralis tic approach to social choices during the 1960s. At first they only asked for equal recognition of subgroup cultural values. In recent years this has frequently come to an assertion of independence or at least increased autonomy. 11 ··only we can understand and inter pret our own culture. Only we can guide our own destiny. So only we should exercise judgment over ourselves.·· Political sovereignty has become the by-word.
One of the best examples of professional liberalism and minor ity group militancy coming together in a fo rmal social impact assessment was the Berger Inquiry, mentioned above. Recogniz ing that evaluation and choice most reasonably should be made by the people affected by change, Berger's public-forum style analysis represents a northern Canadian application of an increasingly popular form of social assessment: freedom of choice and plural ism, informed by a complex set of technical evaluation pro cedures. Decisions in the end were openly thrown back into the political arena, with the fe elings of various interest groups· and the likely outcomes of choosing different development paths made increasingly transparent.
Berger's analytic fo rmat was the exception, however, not the rule, and a major problem still remains. Social pathologies seem as persistent as ever (i.e., alcoholism, crime and fa mily break down), and mere correlation of social indicators with various social groups throws little light on the origins of such problems. In evaluating the social impact of development on various peoples it offers no direction for judging alternative strategies. All too fre quently the victim is still held to blame, in private at least.
III. A Theoretical Approach to Impact Assessment
In trying to analyze varying social responses to development many people have begun to adopt a healthy intuitive approach. This has been helped along by continuing minority group mili tancy and increasingly competent political organization among native peoples. Many professionals and politicians are being fo rced to look at the world through other peoples' eyes, and in so doing they are coming to recognize that social reactions to development cannot be understood outside the context of a partic ular group's social and economic history. The way people live, their manner of gaining a livelihood, their relations with the phy sical environment, their social ordering, their culture; all these things fit together. Change one, and unavoidably the seeds are planted for changing them all.
If social impact assessment is to provide a useful guide for polit ical decision-making, the increasingly sophisticated use of statisti cal indicators must be augmented by a systematic interpretive framework. In the field of environmental impact analysis this kind of theoretical base has been provided increasingly by ecology. buttressed where necessary by specific models and theories drawn from the biological and physical sciences.
So fa r, the behaviourally-oriented social sciences have fa iled to provide similar conceptual underpinnings for social impact assessment. A more historical and structural approach to understanding socioeconomic change and the impact of planning decisions seems to be required. 12 K. Scott Wood's 1977 report on social accounting in the Cana dian North for the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development draws attention to three conceptual problems:
I) the absence of a general social theory on which an integrated social accounts model can be built;
2) in the absence of a theory, the partial and subjective nature of any system which might be devised for social accounting; and, 3) the difficulty of producing a normative interpretation of the resultant social statistics. l 3 L.T. D'Amore and S. Rittenburg have made a similar plea: ··An essential requirement for successful SIA is the evolution of a theoretical framework which can guide all dimensions of assessment throughout the course of a study. This framework should be grounded in a better understanding of the community as a dynamic process of inter-related systems and sub-systems.·· l4 In the·next section we suggest a conceptual scheme for integrat ing social theory with S.I.A .. techniques.
A. The Orga nization of Productive Activities
Figure I sketches in the broad outlines of such a framework.
From this perspective a community's socioeconomic structure rests primarily on the manner in which productive economic activities are organized (see a. in Fig. I ). 5 Two fu ndamental aspects of economic organization are the predominant patterns of ownership of resources and tools and the level of technological development. Together these result in a specific way of conduct ing economic life.
Known historical modes of organizing economic production are listed in Table I . Indian and Inuit peoples at the time of Euro Canadian contact typically fe ll some place between '' Hunting and Collecting" and "Nomadic Animal Husbandry"; although they may have continued to practice more advanced technologies which had been carried with them from Asia, such as the use of harnessed animal power. An important characteristic of this system was that people produced things primarily for their own use, and what trading did go on occurred outside the framework of what today would be called a price-fixing market.
B. Environmental Relations
Relationships between a social group and its physical environ _j economic production is organized. Environmental relations have three distinct components: cosmology, resource perception, and spatial ordering. The first of these, cosmology, need not concern us here. It must be noted in passing, however, that the world view of a particular society--their vision of where and how they fit into their physical/metaphysical environment--is largely structured by the way they use their environment. It is also the use to which natural materials are to be put that defines their place in human activities. l 6 That is to say, whether or not materials are defined as resources depends upon whether they are put to work in the pro duction process. The things that are made and the way they are made become crucial. Indigenous northern people in the 18th century defined wildlife and some plants and minerals as resources. As different Indian groups came into contact with Royal trading companies these definitions changed. In the latter part of the 20th century the role of fish, fo rest products and cer tain nonferrous metal and hydro-carbons has been completely redefined because of the changing demands of and intensified con tact with southern Canadian society.
Indian and Inuit peoples had developed particular ways of organizing and using space which were based upon their economic way of life. Depending on the particular band in question, land uses tended to be of relatively low intensity, and to meet the needs of a necessarily migratory life. Feelings of group territoriality were diffused over a whole landscape of cyclically occupied places. Truly sedentary residential sites were frequently unknown, let alone anything which actually resembled a permanent village or town.
These patterns of spatial ordering were unsuited to the new economic system into which indigenous northern peoples have been increasingly integrated since the 18th century. And because infrastructure development was not capital intensive under tradi tional production modes, it has proven very fragile. This has allowed for flexibility, but it has also provided less res i stance to change than might have been the case in other situations. The most conspicuous attempt to rearrange these structures to date was Ottawa's programme of settling Inuits and Indians in towns. Interestingly, the primarily economic role of such a policy was recognized quite explicitly; permanent settlement was meant to integrate indigenous people into the national labour market.
C. The Division of Labour
There are few human situations in which individuals are called upon to produce everything necessary to sustain themselves. Spe cialization is an almost universal fe ature of economic life. At the most voluntaristic level, a division of labour (c. in Fig. I ) may take place according to the natural proclivities of different people or it may reflect specific skills and training. This breakdown of tasks according to a person's fitness for the job can be called a technical division of labour. Taking a broader view, any specialization of productive economic activities infers (I) a technical division of labour, and (2) the need for some fo rm of economic exchange. Exchange--trade--may or may not result in creation of a market economy, but the technical division of productive tasks almost always brings about a more permanent social division of labour or class structure which is initiated, reinforced and transformed over time by political power and tradition.
Among the various historic modes of organizing economic pro duction listed in Table I the technical division of labour tends to go from less differentiated to more differentiated when moving down the columns. This is by no means a cumulative, linear rela tionship, however, as will be attested to by the complexity of economic specialization in many fe udal and collectivist-despotic societies. The rigidity of class structure seems to be more closely related to a society's longevity and the established nature of a given mode of production than the technology involved, although its degree of complexity and fragmentation may reflect the techni cal division of work. Ownership patterns, ease of entry into different productive activities, and the rate of change and innova tion in a particular situation are also important to an understand ing of the division of labour within a culture. In the Canadian North at the time of European contact there was a relatively sim ple technical division of labour in existence among Indian and Inuit groups, based primarily on perceived sexual roles, stage in the life cycle, and specific cultural adaptations to different physical habitats. Social and political classes were only weakly developed, tending roughly to follow these same lines. As native northerners were gradually integrated into the European economy--first into the fur trade and then into other fo rms of resource extraction--the kinds of work available, the work-roles of individuals, and the nature of social stratification underwent profound disruptions and change.
·
D. Social Relations and Fa mily Structure
These changes may best be understood in terms of the radical transformation of inherited social relations and fa mily structure. Individuals are integrated into a social group by geographic prox imity, their fu nctional role in economic production, kinship ties, and a vast framework of cultural beliefs and institutions. These relationships, in tum, largely determine the distribution of avail able goods and services within the group.
Geographic location and fe elings of territoriality tend to set the broad limits of group membership. The actual physical area involved is bounded by communication and transport technology, as well as climate, topography and historic geopolitical patterns, but a territorial base is the first requisite of human community.
IS
While traditionally some indigenous northerners ranged over large tracts of countryside, the effective living space defining group membership at any one time was comparatively small, in relation, say, to a contemporary Canadian province or the country as a whole.
Social relations (d. in Fig. I) within a geographic area, meaning the patterning of intercourse among different individuals and groups, are shaped fa irly directly by the role various people play in meeting society's economic needs. Because adult Indians and Inuits had direct access to the tools necessary for earning a living, before Euro-Canadian contact the vast majority of people took an active role in economic production and related to one another on a basis of producer equality. Most individuals of the same sex did approximately the same kinds of things. Relationships between individuals--helping, sharing, competition, conflict--were set within a hierarchy characterized by reciprocal obligations. These were determined by age, individual strength and productivity, and merit in other spheres of life, especially success and bravery in war. But most importantly, they were a reflection of kinship and fa mily structure (e. in Fig. 1) .
While the fa mily is a biological phenomenon, its organization and fu nctioning are almost entirely social in origin. In the absence of other institutions, the fa mily must ensure the integrity of the whole reproductive process, and this includes quite different requirements under different modes of organizing economic life. In a society with little physical infrastructure to be preserved and passed on from one generation to the next, concepts of ownership are poorly developed. This means that problems of inheritance are negligible, and while much depends on somewhat random his torical developments, it also means that parentage is probably relatively unimportant; especially when there are no political privileges to safeguard for one's offspring. In some circumstances this has led to institutional promiscuity, grading into polygamy, and matrilineal kinship groupings.
At the same time, in conditions such as prevailed in the pre contact North, returns to productive effort were modest and there was no manner of storing a social surplus to be called upon in hard times. Co-operative labour was necessary so that what was produced by each individual could be multiplied many-fold and made available to everyone who contributed to its production. This meant that fa milies, whether tracing their ancestry through mother or father, stayed together as large, multi-generational liv ing units which acted as a reservoir of labour power and a social security system. Bands and tribes were typically aggregates of such fa mily groups.
Nowhere in the Canadian North did a separate government or state emerge capable of fo rming an identifiable ruling class, of controlling distribution of the social surplus (f. in Fig. I ) and of limiting access to the means of production. The surplus was just too small, and the tools required to earn a living and protect one's self could be made by hand. Division of labour was mostly techn ical and patterns of distribution closely fo llowed patterns of pro duction. Everyone worked and everyone got a share. Relative equality was possible in such circumstances.
E. Dominant Institutions, Culture, Social Va lues and Socialization
The northern fa mily was the most important of a wider set of dominant institutions (g. in Fig. I ) which helped to provide the culture and social values and norms of indigenous northerners (h. and i. in Fig. I ). As in all mature societies these institutions tended to support the economic system of which they were a part. Man as Hunter, inter-tribal warfare, potlatch, life portrayed in ivory, the many fa ces of the raven--these all played decisive roles in northern life. In a very fu ndamental way they prepared indivi duals for their vocation as part of the social group, expanded the communal territory, redistributed goods, settled conflicts, esta blished dominance, and symbolized human society in its relation ship with nature. Each succeeding generation was schooled into the group's way of life and taught their mutual responsibilities and privileges through a traditional process of observation, training and sociali zation (j . in Fig. 1 ). In this way the necessary skills were passed on from mother to daughter.and father or uncle to son. Children were taught their relationship to other individuals and other social groups, and a world view was instilled which incorporated society's everyday culture and social values and prompted respect for its dominant institutions. Society reproduced itself by ensur ing a specific type of psychological development and engendering expected, useful behaviour patterns (k. in Fig. I ).
F. Relations with Other Communities
Indigenous northern modes of earning a living and organizing social life have undergone radical change over the last 200 years because of enforced contact with Euro-Canadian society. This has been a matter of economic absorption and military and political control. Politico-military subordination, sanctioned by treaties and European-based laws, has created relations with other com munities (m. in Fig. I ) which have gradually introduced a new set of dominant political and social institutions, a new mode of organizing economic production, and new social values and norms. These institutions have fo rmalized a process of socializa tion and education which reinforces imported social values and makes significant inroads into traditional northern culture. In tum, these changes have had a profound impact on individuals' psychological development and patterns of behaviour; many of them now showing signs of extreme alienation and anomie.
G. The Quality of Daily Life
It is through this complicated web of economic, environmental, social and cultural relationships that the quality of daily life (1. in Fig. I ) is created and experienced. This should be understood as quality in its most complete sense, meaning the experienced tex ture and meaningfulness of life. This involves some measure of physical comfort and security of possessions, but such values must be seen within the context of which they are a part. It is the nature of people's work, their relationship with other people, their place within the institutions which create and order their world, an d some expected standard of material well-being that determine the social parameters of the quality of life.
Social impact assessment which has attempted to gauge changes in dollar income and differences in culturally defined standards of material success and physical comfort are simply too narrow to give a believable image of the quality of life. They are of ques tionable utility in understanding the value judgments and reac tions of southern Canadians, who were socialized to accept many of the norms and cultural assumptions such measures are based upon. When fa cing a society with profound collective memories of an entirely different way of life, shaped by entirely different social institutions and cultural values, reductionist accounting of purely monetary benefits and costs are quite meaningless as meas ures of the quality of life.
IV. Impact Assessment in a Theoretical Context
A. An Historical Perspective
The contemporary situation among native groups in the Cana dian North can be understood from one perspective, then, within the context of the structural relationships outlined in the last sec tion. Historical changes varied from one tribal group and band to the next, but a general pattern can be sketched which seems representative of many northerners' experience and circumstances.
In the 18th century a hunting and collecting society, with many of the characteristics discussed above, came into contact with mer cantile trading companies from the United Kingdom. At first this was a windfall for both parties, because the economic interests of the capitalist traders and the hunting skills of native Canadians meshed together well. As long as trading remained a marginal activity for native hunters it provided opportunities to obtain better tools for earning a living at the cost of only little extra effort. It might be argued that within limits the new European tools made possible a marginal increase in the productivity of labour that allowed native hunters to increase their take of fu rs without a substantial increase in the amount of work performed. From a European point of view the Indians provided highly skilled labour for a relatively low return.
Unbeknownst to native peoples, however, this symbiotic rela tionship could not last. An increasing dependence on European tools and markets brought with it an ever-widening circle of dependency. In a growing number of instances Indian hunters came to fo rfeit their role as free traders for a more fo rmalized arrangement in which they exchanged their labour for what amounted to a barter or in-kind wage. Effectively, many Indians became part-time employees for the Royal trading companies, and the companies exercised an absolute monopoly over demand, fixing prices enforced by British military power and political sovereignty. And under such circumstances it became increasingly difficult for native institutions to maintain their integrity. At the margins of Indian society the means of earning a living was chang ing, along with the division of labour and its resultant social rela tions.
With the spread of Euro-Canadian settlement this process of change was accelerated. A new concept of society's relationship with the physical environment was introduced which struck at the very heart of the indigenous economy. The European economic system was fo unded on the notion of individual production for private gain. This idea of private property required that land be divided up for sedentary occupation and use. And since invest ment to increase the productiveness of land required exclusive possession, land tenure rights .had to be protected by law. Privati zation was accompanied by a significant increase in the stock of productive capital and a broad redefinition of the exploitable resource base, but this was mutually exclusive of the needs of an itinerant hunting and collecting economy. The imperial British state became the guarantor of property rights, deciding what be longed to whom and who could live and work where. By right of conquest Indian peoples were subordinated under this system and allowed access to a gradually dwindling share of Canadian land resources. At critical junctures this process of land acquisition was fo rmalized by the Crown through a series of treaty agree ments.
The outcome of European land alienation was the creation of a group of Indian tribal reserves. These areas effectively bounded the territory in which the traditional hunting and collecting econ omy could be practised, and this in turn put severe limitations on the number of people that could be supported by such a produc tive system without a substantial drop in their material standard of living. The net effect of all this was that Indian bands were fo rced over a period of decades to seek a higher degree of integra tion into the Euro-Canadian market economy, selling the market able resources on their assigned reservations to buy an increasing number of the necessities of life. And of course the list of necessi ties grew longer and longer as a result of continued contact with European culture.
In such an environment the whole matrix of Indian society was altered. Traditional work roles, fa mily structure, cultural values, all became increasingly anachronistic. The inherited world view of Indian society seemed unsuited to the experienced realities, and individuals fo und themselves cut adrift between two worlds. By the time the Diefenbaker government turned a serious eye towards northern development at the end of the 1950s Indian society stood perilously close to slipping into oblivion. Because of improving money incomes and a growing number of Ottawa-sponsored wel fa re safeguards, survival became a matter of individual adaptation to southern Canadian society, and fe deral institutions were quickly replacing their fa ding traditional counterparts.
Inuit people, who until the post World War II era had been pro tected by their isolation, were now also drawn into Euro-C i madian society. Security and resource needs made the Far North a matter of national concern. Indians and Inuits were both encouraged by official policy to settle down in urban settlements and adapt them selves to working in industrial society. Their children were sent to schools to make them proper Canadians. Following World War II the alienation of the traditional resource base and the passing of indigenous economic pursuits has led to a widespread dependence on the welfare state. Although there are some important excep tions, on many reserves the operations of the welfare state is the economic base upon which the native superstructure is fo unded. In other cases, natives have been fo rced to participate in non traditional pursuits of the majority society's economic system. This has been associated with the privatization of many commun ity resources and the stratification of Band members into different economic classes.
The economic leverage inherent in controlling northern fo restry, mining, fishing, and, above all, petroleum development, soon became apparent to indigenous northerners. During the last two decades this has served as a major fo rce behind Indian and Inuit political organization and militancy. 17 The outcome of contem porary legal battles over land claims may ultimately be more significant in terms of controlling economic rents than aiding the back-to-the-land movement among Inuits, or Indian attempts to stop hydro development. While this is yet to be seen, it is clear that increasing incomes from resource sales and government transfer payments will continue to produce disheartening results as long as individuals are left to flounder outside th e locus of a fu nc tioning social group, without legitimated work roles, contem porarily defined social relations, or a credible set of self-guiding institutions.
B. A Fra mework fo r Analysis
The above scenario provides only a generalized overview of social and economic changes among indigenous northerners since European contact. It may be quite misleading in many instances. The starting point of meaningful social impact assessment must be a concrete social and economic history of the people to be affected by proposed development, as suggested in Stage I of Table 2 .
This should go back in time as far as practical, drawing when pos sible on oral history traditions among the people themselves and making use of whatever scholarly studies may be available. The important thing is not to provide a colourful narrative concerning local personalities and important events, but rather to understand the historical transformations of a people's productive economic activities and the social relations and institutions which have accompanied them. Such history sets the basis for a survey of current conditions. It is only through understanding how things came to the present juncture that a realistic evaluation of a con temporary society can be made.
The description of current conditions (2 in Table 2 ) is meant to provide a detailed sketch of daily life at the present time. It incorporates much of the information traditionally associated with social accounting, but it is much more structured and goes into more depth. Beginning with the way the community earns a liv ing, it addresses itself to the important aspects of economic struc ture, including the nature of production, the technology used, ownership patterns and markets (when applicable). Dominant social relationships are specj(led and the prevailing class structure of the community is described. From this fo llows a description of the distribution of goods and services, including major consumer items such as housing, which has normally taken up the bulk of social and economic impact studies. These characteristics should then be contextualized by indicating the dominant institutions and values within the community, and assessing other crucial social characteristics such as education, health, fa mily stability, etc.
From this fu nd of information an evaluation of community vital ity (3 in Table 2 ) can be made. The purpose of such an evaluation is to determine the extent to which existing productive activities, social relations and institutions provide the basis for ongoing com munity life. This is an extremely subjective judgment. According to B.R. Blishen, et at., community vitality can be measured along the three continuums of social vitality, economic vitality, and pol itical efficacy. IS The level of vitality determines how well Indian communities are able to adapt to change, or indeed their ability to turn impacts to their own advantage. Because the measurement of community vitality is extremely subjective, the importance of strong representative community participation becomes paramount, as re-emphasized below. Despite its controversial nature, however, such a determination is absolutely essential because it is from this perspective that a normative framework for judging the impact of proposed developments must be drawn. Alternative images of the fu ture, envisioning no new developments and entirely different approaches to change also need to be considered at this point. Once a decision, in principle, to proceed with a project has been made, a project appraisal should be conducted to consider in iterative increasing detail where and how a particular development proposal would impact community life. Its objective is to understand in specific terms what the development would mean to the community and how the community would probably react to it.
As a final output of the impact evaluation process, this written report would provide a clear summary of the considerations and judgments arrived upon. It should be made available in the working languages of all interested parties, and would be meant to serve as a focus of community debate and education.
It is impossible to analyze the effects of changing work oppor tunities or environmental conditions unless the health and vigour of existing arrangements are confronted in a straightforward manner. A social group which has preserved a healthy traditional economy will react very differently to change, say, than a group which has successfully made the transition into industrial society, or a community which is fo undering in social pathologies and institutional decay.
A community with greater political efficacy will be in a better position to bargain with the proponents of resource development projects. The goals which are important to achieve and the prob lems which are critical to avoid will be different from one situa tion to the next. It is imperative to know where these strengths and weaknesses lie if substantially rational choices are to be made about a future course of action.
Based on this judgment of community strengths and weaknesses project appraisal and alternative scenarios (4 in Table 2 ) can be undertaken. The essential characteristics of a proposed line of development must be laid out in detail, including the nature of the project, its proportions, timeframe, fu ture requirements, lifespan, etc. Then referring back to Figure I (p. I 0) , a careful analysis should be made of exactly which components of the community's socioeconomic structure are likely to be affected and how. Will fu ndamental changes occur in the nature and organization of economic production? Are ne w technologies and patterns of own ership to be introduced? How extensive will such changes be? What will be their probable impact on environmental relations, the technical and social division of labour, social relationships, fa mily structure, the distribution of goods and services?
Of equal importance, what impact, if any, will there be on the community's dominant institutions and cultural values? Will young people be encouraged to fo llow existing life styles, or will they be socialized into different expectations and behaviour pat terns? How will interchange and dependence on other communi ties be affected? In short, how will the quality of daily life--in terms meaningful to the community--be impacted in the near fu ture and in the longer run. These valuations can only be made with adequate information about the project in question and a fo rthright judgment concerning current community conditio n s.
Next, it is desirable to construct at least two alternative scenarios. One should depict possible fu ture events if no specific new development . projects are undertaken, and another that assumes radically different development objectives, such as encouraging positive reinforcement and transformation of tradi tional production methods and economic relationships. Such an exercise in fu turology must also include a credible assessment of the probability of maintaining the status quo, and the likelihood of initiating other, alternative lines of development. These evaluations must be equally as hardheaded and politically astute as the analysis of the immediate project under consideration.
The preceding fo ur steps (i.e., historical analysis, description of current conditions, evaluation of community vitality, and project appraisal and alternative scenarios) provide the basis for prepara tion of a publishable social impact statement (5 in Table 2 ). This report should be written in layman's vocabulary and made avail able in the languages of the various parties concerned. It should be considered a document in the public realm. Care should be taken to make it as succinct as possible, and every effort should be made to lay out its basic assumptions, information sources, and the identity of the major contributors. A specific section should be set aside for presenting dissenting views.
. The social impact statement should be published and dissem inated as widely as possible. This means making it available to all interested parties, and attempting to establish it as a vehicle for community education and debate. Otherwise the entire undertak ing is stillborn--a waste of time, effort and money for everyone honestly concerned with planned community development in the Canadian North.
V. The Evaluation Process and Community Participation
A social impact assessment as discussed here requires many sen sitive subjective judgments. A detailed knowledge of local cir cumstances and history is imperative. And there is no means by which to lend "scientific" accuracy to the many choices and pred ictions which must be made. It seems only logical then, on practi cal as well as ethical grounds, that people living in the community immediately affected by the decisions to be made must be inti mately involved. This is doubly true in northern Canada, where most development projects are initiated from outside the region and the majority of people living in the area share a different history than the typical promoters of the projects.
Successfu l social impact assessment, which acts as a fo cus of public debate and education, can best be initiated and directed by the local community itself To be meaningful it must actively involve all other interested parties--developers, provincial and fe deral officials--but it should legitimately be native northerners who normally take the lead if they are to be satisfied with the results. Northern people can probably only hope to realize such a bottom-up social impact procedure through political organization and action. They must be able to bring pressure to bear on government to demand a pivotal role in the whole planning pro cess, and then they must be willing to take much of the initiative and provide much of the money and technical expertise them selves. This can realistically be accomplished through the work of existing organizations like COPE (The Committee for Original Peoples' Entitlement), and fo rmation of new, locally-controlled regional planning bodies which could provide the necessary local expertise. Even if such planning groups begin life in informal opinion-making organizations, they can soon come to play a cru cial role in official developmental decision making.
Once the necessary institutional structure is in place, social impact assessment should be organized as a learning process, where the various participants representing different interests and bringing different knowledge to the debate can argue their cases in full public view. The whole procedure, including staff work, should be done in or near the locality in question. When a development proposal comes to the attention of the regional plan ning council it should begin the evaluation procedure with a widely advertised public meeting at which the major actors and important local opinion leaders are properly represented. This should be a fo rum for laying out the essential characteristics of the proposed project. After a thorough public airing has been had to the satisfaction of all parties, a special impact assessment panel should be appointed. This body would probably also be responsi ble for questions of environmental impact as well. It should be composed of representatives of the different parties to the proceedings. With the help of the regional planning council's technical staff, and whatever help might be needed from govern ment and industry personn_el, the panel would be charged with carrying out the necessary evaluation. Actual procedures would vary from place to place and occasion to occasion, but two things would be essential.
First, active public involvement must not stop after the first meeting or series of meetings. Individuals living within the area will have important contributions to make, both in terms of infor mation and valuations, at many critical junctures. If people are encouraged to participate knowing their opinions count for some thing, at least some active core of local residents will become involved. Experience in Canada and elsewhere has shown that under the right conditions these active participants tend to be drawn from across class, age and sex lines.
Secondly, in some general fo rm, all the five steps listed in Table  2 and discussed above must be carried through seriously. There may be a tendency to treat the historical analysis, community evaluation and alternative scenario building in a rather perfunc tory manner. In each instance this would be a grave mistake, for without a real understanding of past and current conditions and a reasonable grasp of available options, meaningful social impact assessment simply cannot be performed.
This brings us to one final point. Social impact assessment is the most passive planning strategy which can be adopted by native northerners to intervene in the development process. If carried out properly, it takes a step beyond ad hoc regulation and provides some idea of the development alternatives which might be initiated in a particular area. At best, however, this is only a kind of reactive-planning. It attempts to limit the bad and hint towards the good. In the long run, if not the immediate; fu ture, though, such a strategy is bound for fa ilure. If an alternative development is desired by the people who live in the North then they must develop it themselves. This will require an active, ener getic process of northern self-management and planning--the undoubted intermediate objective of much northern political activity and organization.
